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TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS USING A VALCOM 

TEMPERATURE PROBE CONNECTED TO AN SDI-AM FOUR 

CHANNEL ANALOG INPUT MODULE  

 

Purpose 

Detail the connections and set-up required to record temperature measurements using a 
Valcom Temperature probe connected to an SDI-AM Four Channel Analog Input Module - 
FTS Quick Touch series Datalogger combination. 

Description 

The SDI-AM module is used to interface a Valcom Temperature probe to an FTS Quick 
Touch series Datalogger to allow the datalogger to record temperature measurements.  
The SDI-AM module provides the excitation voltage for the probe circuit and measures the 
probe voltage.  The datalogger reads the voltage measurement from the SDI-AM module 
and then calculates the probe temperature based on the probe’s conversion equation.  

Equipment 

FTS Quick Touch series Datalogger 

Datalogger battery cable 

12 V, absorbed glass mat, deep cycle battery  

SDI-AM Four Channel Analog Input Module 

Valcom Temperature Probe 

23.1 kΩ, 0.1% tolerance, precision resistor 
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Electrical Connection 

The following diagram and picture show the probe wiring connections required on the SDI-
AM module.   

 
SDI-AM

EX2 : 0 - 5V

V+  : ANALOG 1

GND : ANALOG 1
Valcom YSI Temperature Probe

23k1

Excitation Voltage

Vprobe

Green (Pin D)

Black (Pin C)

1.788V

 
 

 

SDI-AM Wiring Diagram and Picture 

SDI-AM Configuration  

The SDI-AM module must be properly configured to measure the output of the attached 
probe.  The easiest way to configure the SDI-AM module is to define the module in the 
datalogger using the datalogger’s SDI-AM sensor extension.  The SDI-AM sensor extension 
is a graphical user interface which automatically configures the SDI-AM module based on 
user selections.   
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Datalogger Configuration  

Two easy steps are required to configure the datalogger to read temperature as measured 
from a Valcom probe attached to an SDI-AM module. They are: 

1/ Define the SDI-AM module configuration and desired measurements using the 
SDI-AM sensor extension. 

2/ Calculate the temperature based on the probe voltage measurement. 

1/ SDI-AM Module Definition 

The following screen captures show SDI-AM sensor extensions settings for 
configuring the SDI-AM module to operate with the previously shown wiring 
diagram. 

1a/ Create a new sensor based on the SDI-AM sensor extension then input the 
SDI-AM module’s name, address, and measurement timing information 

  

 Enter a unique name for the SDI-AM module. 

- For example: SDI_AM1 

 Enter the SDI-AM module’s SDI address 

- This SDI-AM module is set to address 5. 

 Enter the SDI-AM module’s measurement timing 

- For example: Set the Interval = 00:01:00 and Offset = 00:00:55 to read the 
sensor every minute at 5 seconds before the top of the minute. 

These Interval and Offset settings ensure the SDI-AM module’s readings 
are available to the datalogger at the top of the minute as, for our 
upcoming excitation voltage configuration, the SDI-AM module requires 2 
seconds to return data to the datalogger (1 second warm-up time and 1 
second to make the measurement). 
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1b/ Input the module’s Analog 1 input configuration and name 

  

 Enter a unique Analog 1 name for the excitation voltage measurement. 

- For example:  Vprobe 

 Set the measurement mode and range for the Analog 1 input. 

- Single Ended mode and 0-2.5V range. 

1c/ Set the module’s Excitation 2 output voltage and warm-up time 

  

 Set the operating mode for Excitation Output 2. 

- Warm-up operating mode configures the excitation voltage to be turned 
on for the desired warm-up time before an analog channel measurement 
is taken. 

 Set the Warm-up duration and desired excitation output voltage. 

- Use a 1 second Warm-up interval and a SetPoint voltage of 1.788 V.   

 Press OK. 
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1d/ Confirm the reading from the SDI-AM module 

 

 Confirm that Vprobe is approximately 830 mV depending at room temperature.   

- Note:  probe resistance is approximately 19.2 kΩ at 25 Celsius. 
 

2/ Voltage to Thermistor Resistance and Thermistor Temperature Process  

The following screen captures show the calculation required to convert the 
voltage reading from the SDI-AM module to a temperature.   

2a/ Calculate the probe’s temperature based on the measured voltage 

  

 Define a new function process to calculate the temperature based on the voltage 
measurement from the SDI-AM module.  The formula provided for the Valcom 
probe is:  

Tprobe (C) = -100 * Vprobe (V) + 106.05 = -0.1 * Vprobe (mV) + 106.05 

 Press OK. 
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2b/ Confirm the temperature calculation 

 

 Confirm that the calculated temperature is approximately room temperature. 

 

Set-up Process is Complete 

Either of the created datapoints (Vprobe or Tprobe) can now be used in the datalogger. 
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Contact Information 

If you have any questions or would like further information please contact FTS. 
 
 
CONTACT: 

FTS FOREST TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS, LTD. 
1065 Henry Eng Place 
Victoria, B.C.   V9B 6B2 
 
PH: (250) 478-5561 or 1-800-548-4264 
FAX: (250) 478-8579 or 1-800-905-7004 

 
 
ON THE INTERNET: 

Web Page: www.ftsinc.com  

E-mail: info@ftsinc.com 

Technical Support: service@ftsinc.com 
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Revision History 

Revision Date Description 

   
1 2010-Feb-08 Original release 

   
2 2013-Apr-18 Updated screenshots for Axiom App 3.0.0.48 

   
   

   
   

   
 

 

 

 

 

   

 


